Note:
This map is for indicative purposes only and detailed planning may lead to a change in the areas actually included in the build programme.

The map is based on postcode areas. Postcodes for Contract 1 and Contract 2 show the ‘connected to fibre’ footprint: not all premises in these postcodes will have access to speeds above 24Mbps. A total of 122,000 premises will be ‘connected to fibre’ by Contract 1 and Contract 2. Of these, more than 94,000 premises will have access to Superfast broadband speeds (>24Mbps).

No Shading – Government proposes to extend superfast broadband coverage beyond 95% and further phases of the Hampshire programme are anticipated. This area includes NGA White postcodes (i.e. postcodes with one or more properties unable to access superfast services). Superfast availability in NGA White postcodes ranges from NIL to more than 90% of premises.

Please visit our website for more details and to use the postcode checker to find more localised information:
www.hants.gov.uk/broadband